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Dear Sharon, 

Application for Authorisation A91103 lodged by CFMEU Qld - draft determination 

On 5 February 2009 the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission issued Draft Determination 
A91103 in relation to the application by ihe Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy, Industrial Union 
of Em~lovees, Queensland (CFMEU Old). The CFMEU Old had sought authorisation for current and . - ~- 
future participating owner drivers to coile&ively negotiate with cwreniand future earthmoving 
wntractors/companies. 

Boral has a direct interest in this Draft Determination, as the Determination purports to specifically 
cover (subject to its terms) Boral Construction Materials Limited (see Attachment A of the Draft 
Determination). 

Boral sets out below its submissions in response to the Draft Determination. 

Boral is not an earthmoving contractor 

1. The Draft Determination is expressed as applying to "earthmoving contractors". 

2. Boral is not an earthmoving contractor. To characterize it as such is misconceived and fails 
to understand both Boral's business and how various industries are described and understood 
in practice. A brief explanation of Boral's business in Queensland will assist in explaining 
this. 

3. Boral operates in Queensland, principally through Boral Resources Queensland Pty Ltd 
(BRQ) a wholly owned subsidiary within the Boral group of companies. 

4. BRQ operates within an internal Division of the Boral group of companies called "Australian 
Construction Materials" (ACM) with Boral Construction Materials Ltd employing the senior 
management group within ACM. 



number o . , f bushes: BRQ trades through a s names and internally separate businesses in 
Queensland. These incluae: 

(a) B o d  Quarries; 
(b) B o d  Concrete; 
(c) Boral Asphalt; 
(d) Boral Country; and 
(e) Boral Transport. 

For present purposes the most relevant trading business would appear to be Boral Transport. 

However, for the Commission's assistance, we briefly describe each of these businesses. 

Boral Quarries operates a number of statutory quarries and wins and produces aggregates, 
dusts, sand and a blend of these. These materials are produced primarily for use in the 
manufacture of pre mixed concrete but some materials are sold 'in bulk' to the civil 
construction industry; aggregates with engineering based specifications, road base etc. 

Boral Concrete manufactures pre mixed concrete and related products which are then 
transported in concrete agitator vehicles to the customer where they are discharged as 
required. The uses of pre mixed concrete are many with customers primarily being in the 
residential building sector and civil construction sector. 

Boral Asphalt covers the vertically integrated process from bitumen importation, asphalt 
manufacture through to laying asphalt. 

Boral Country is the internal business operating both quarry and concrete operations in 
country Queensland. 

Boral Transport provides transport for the movement of materials and products within BRQ 
(from quarries to pre mixed concrete plants and asphalt plants) and to its customers. 

Boral Transport operates tipper vehicles to carry quarry materials from quarries to concrete 
and asphalt plants and to external customers. These vehicles include: 

(a) Boral owned vehicles driven by Boral employees; and 
@) Owner driver owned vehicles driven by the owner driver operating through a company 

structure (the owner driver company will own the whole vehicle, prime mover, body 
and any trailer, called an LOD or the prime mover and any body only with Boral 
owning any trailer, called a haulier. - 

The distinction between a LOD and a haulier is the ownership of the vehicle only. 

Boral Transport also provides some third paaies with transport services most notably bulk 
powder cartage (cement etc), gas cartage and cartage of bricks and related products. 

BRQ is not properly characterised as an "earthmoving contractor". 



16. Earthmoving contractors are understood to be civil construction contractors who provide 
earth moving services on a civil construction project. These Contractors use earth moving 
equipment such as dozers, scrapers, dump trucks, excavators etc to move and shape earth to 
pre-determined engineering requirements. 

17. This characterisation does extend to the cartage of material in registered vehicles to be 
driven on public roads. 

18. The only apparent extension that might be drawn from this activity would relate to the 
cartage of excavation and demolition material. 

19. The most applied definition for this activity is to be found in the Transport Industry - 
Excavated Materials, Contract Determination (Serial B4643; 301 IG 1082) as varied. The 
EMCD defies excavation and demolition material as: 

"any material from the earth at building andor construction a d o r  demolition sites': 

20. BRQ does not undertake the work of an "earthmoving contractor", even if this extended 
definition is adopted. 

21. BRQ could be correctly described as: 

(a) a quarry company operating in the quarry industry; 
(b) a pre mixed concrete company operating in the premixed concrete industry; 
(c) a t rmpoa  company; 
(d) an asphalt company operating in the asphalt and bitumen industry; and/or 
(e) a company operating in the construction materials industry with an internal transport 

company. 

22. None of these activities falls within the accepted notion of earth moving. 

23. For these reasons, Boral submits that it should be removed from the list of "Target 
earthmoving contractors" in Attachment A". 

The CFMEU is not the appmriate body - authorisation may disrupt settled and fair 
arranaements 

24. While the ACCC has not adopted the theme advanced by many of those making submissions 
about the operation of the applicant's Constitution and Rule going to the issue of legitimate 
industrial coverage, Boral cannot ignore such matters in practice. 

25. The applicant has no industrial rights to represent the owner drivers described in the 
authorisation, regardless of whether the owner drivers have engaged the CFMEU Qld to 
provide them with services. 



26. The Boral group operates a large diversified industrial business; construction materials, 
building products etc. It deals with unions every day. It is critically important to engage in 
union relationships on a proper, legally sound basis within the existing industrial legal 
framework. To do otherwise would expose Boral to industrial disharmony and potential 
disputation; especially inter-union demarcation disputes. 

27. The conduct proposed in the authorisation could promote such disharmony or disputation 
which is inconsistent with the efficient operation of the Boral business and the orderly 
industrial arrangements in place in Boral's business. 

28. The union with a legitimate industrial right of coverage for drivers of registered vehicles to 
be driven on public roads is the Transport Workers Union of Australia (Federally registered) 
and its State registered bodies and branches (Twv). 

29. Accordingly, Boral recognises and engages with the TWU in relation to both employee 
drivers and owner drivers (LOD and hauliers) within the constraints of any existing 
applicable legal regulation. 

30. BRQ has very settled arrangements in place with its owner drivers. BRQ is respected as a 
values-driven company and as such has ensured that it has in place contractual arrangements 
with its owner drivers that are fair and reasonable while maintaining an essential commercial 
character and compliance with any applicable regulatory framework such as the Trade 
hactices Act. 

31. These arrangements reflect the nature of the various fleets but are usually characterised by: 

(a) term contracts of varying lengths; and 
(b) comprehensive rate models to determine a fair rate for the service provided, factoring 

in costs of service and such matters as volume of work provided, cartage distances and 
vehicle capacity. 

Voluntan Nature of Authorisation 

32. The Authorisation is expressed as voluntary. For example, paragraph 5.57 of the Draft 
Determination states: 

"The CFMEU Qld advise thatparticipation by both owner drivers and the earthmoving 
companies in the collective negotiatwnprocess is voluntary. It submits that: 

... 
earthmoving companies may choose whether to participate in the collective 
bargaining process or continue to deal with owner drivers on an individual 
basis. " 

33. If the Commission were not to remove Boral from the list of "Target earthmoving 
contractors", BRQ notes for the avoidance of doubt that it will not under any circumstances 
voluntarily enter into any discussions with the CFMEU conceming any matter unless it is an 
industrial matter concerning persons for which it has legal industrial coverage. As noted 
above, in Boral's view, this does not extend to "participating owner drivers". 



Conclusion 

34. Boral should be removed from the list of "Target earthmoving contractors" (contained in 
Attachment A to the Draft Determination) as: 

(a) BRQ is not properly characterised as an "earth moving contractor"; and 
(b) even if the notion of "earth moving contractor" is extended to the cartage of excavation 

and demolition material, BRQ does not undertake this work. 

35. BRQ does acquire services from owner-drivers, but is not an "earthmoving contractor". 

36. BRQ must work within the existing legal industrial framework to ensure that its business 
operates in an orderly and efficient manner. BRQ has settled arrangements in place with its 
owner drivers that are well regarded in the indusw as fair and reasonable and no justification 
has been advanced why these should change. 

37. The union with a legitimate right of coverage for drivers of registered vehicles to be driven 
on public roads is the TWU. BRQ will not, under any circumstances, voluntarily enter into 
any discussions with the CFMEU concerning any matter unless it is an industrial matter 
concerning persons for which it has legal industrial coverage. 

For these reasons Boral seeks to be expressly excluded from the list of "Target earthmoving contractors" 
contained in Annexure A of the Draft Determination. 

Boral c o n s e n t e s u b m i s s i o n  being placed on the ACCC's website. 




